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1. (a) Consider the following statement:                                                                                                   6 
z=x*y^2+m/3+u*x 

Explain how the compiler will process this equation. Consider m, x, y, and z as float value. Which 
step of the Compiler is responsible for removing comments from the source code? 

         
         (b) Consider the following CFG:                                                                                                            6 
     

A BA | cB | ɛ 
B cdXB | cdY | ɛ 
X mYnZ | mnZ | ɛ 
Y cYd | mn | ɛ 
Z qY | Y 

 
Give the formal definition of the given CFG. Derive the string “cdmnqcdmn” using LMD and RMD. And 
draw the parse tree. Is the grammar ambiguous? Explain. 
 

2. (a)  Answer the following questions:                                                                                                     5 
(i) Assume that Σ = {a, b, c, d}. Write the regular expression of the string, that starts with odd 

number of a or even number of b followed by exactly three c. Consider that the 2nd letter from 
the right of the string will be always d. Using Thompson’s construction rule convert the regular 
expression into NFA. Give the formal definition of the drawn NFA. 

(ii) Write the regular expression of a binary number which start either with a 0 or a 1. And the 
number is always an even number. Using Thompson’s construction rule convert the regular 
expression into NFA. Give the formal definition of the drawn NFA. 

 
(b)  Answer the following questions:                                                                                                    8 
(i) Draw the NFA for the following equations (Use Thompson’s Construction Rules):  

 (((AB)?C)|D)+ 
 A(B+D)C | PQ*R 

 
 
 
 



 
 

 
 
 
 

(ii) Consider the following automatons and find whether they are NFA or DFA with Explanation. If 
they are NFA then convert them into DFA: 
  

 
Figure. 1 

 

 
Figure. 2 

 


